
Finding the right tenant

We understand that leasing out your property is 
a big deal, and we want to make sure you have 
absolute peace of mind. This guide takes you 
through all of the commonly asked questions 
about the nitty gritty of finding not just a tenant, 
but the right tenant. 

What do I look for in a tenant? 

When it comes to finding the right tenant, we do 
all the legwork for you. The most important things 
to know about a potential tenant are that they can 
take care of the property—which is why we check 
previous rental history—and afford the rent (as a 
rule, no more than 30% of their income should go 
towards rent.)

What’s the process for selecting a tenant? 

Prospective tenants can either view the property 
themselves or have someone view it on their 
behalf. Once checks have been conducted to 
satisfy that they can afford the rent and will take 
care of the property, we will present a summary of 
the application to you for review and approval.

On what grounds can I refuse a tenant? 

Ultimately, as the owner of the property, it’s up 
to you to set out your T&C’s. If you have concerns 
about special requests, tenancy lengths or 
applicant references, you don’t have to approve 
them. 

We let tenants know about our letting policy and 
expectations when they sign their agreement.

Will I get to see every tenancy application?

You actually won’t see any—we create a shortlist 
and provide you with a summary of the best 
applicants based on the above criteria, after 
conducting our due diligence. 

Can I amend the bond price? 

According to current legislation, you cannot 
request more than 4 weeks’ rent for the bond.

Can applicants offer extra rent in an attempt to 
secure the lease? 

Applicants are able to offer extra rent to try and 
swing things in their favour, however it’s important 
to note that this sometimes happens because an 
applicant does not have strong enough references. 
Basically, it’s important to remember that the 
highest rental offer does not always equate to 
the best applicant and you should consider the 
application holistically.

Do all successful applicants have to sign the 
lease?

Yes, but in instances where some parties are not 
available to sign the lease, a lease can be locked 
in with one tenant and have the tenants re-sign 
the documentation at a later date. All approved 
tenants will still be listed on the agreement up 
front, but those who have not signed will be listed 
as occupants.

Can I make my tenant sign a new tenancy 
agreement?

We encourage tenants to sign renewals for their 
own security and certainty, however, it is ultimately 
up to them. If they do not wish to commit to 
renewing their lease, they can opt to remain in 
a periodic tenancy which continues until either 
party gives notice to cease the agreement. The rent 
can still be reviewed every 12 months in a periodic 
tenancy. 


